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COMPANY
OVERVIEW

We are not an IT company - we are a Business
Transformation company. We apply the
appropriate use of technologies to business
processes resulting in Digital Transformation of the
business.

DAS Consulting Australia is a professional service provider with extensive
experience providing our ERP clients with solutions across a range of asset
intensive industries since 2011. Our solutions satisfy business objectives by
harnessing our domain knowledge and matching it with the inherent ERP
system capabilities.

We provide ERP services, products, advice and assessments to private and
public enterprises, specialising in asset intensive enterprises.

Enterprise Asset Management| Product Lifecycle Management | Supply Chain
Management | Logistics | Aerospace | Defence & Security
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Strategically manage your workforce by tapping into a vast network of
SAP and IFS specialists, handpicked to match specific project
requirements. Ensure that your project is staffed with top-tier
professionals who bring a wealth of industry-specific knowledge and
best practices to the table. These seasoned experts seamlessly
integrate into the project team, offering valuable insights, guidance,
and hands-on support throughout the project lifecycle.

Resource Augmentation

Master Data Integrity

Experience the power of data automation as our solution eliminates
repetitive tasks, enhances data quality, and reduces errors. Intelligent
workflows, rules-based automation, and data validation mechanisms
work together seamlessly, saving time and boosting efficiency. Say
goodbye to manual processes and embrace cutting-edge Low Code /
No Code Master Data Governance & Stewardship solutions. By
leveraging this innovative technology, you can streamline the entire
master data lifecycle, from extraction to transformation and load.

Change Management

Transform learning and change management with ERPSim™
Simulation for SAP. Experience the excitement of competitive teams
collaborating to conquer real-life business challenges using live SAP
ERP scenarios. This innovative approach fosters active engagement,
boosts change management excellence, fuels thrilling competition,
and creates a fun learning experience. Unlock the transformative
power of gamification for adult learners and propel your organisation's
training initiatives to new heights. 



OUR
PARTNERS

At DAS Consulting Australia, we leave no stone unturned in our pursuit of excellence. That's
why we search the globe for partners who can provide tailored solutions to address the
challenges encountered during implementation projects. Our carefully chosen network of
trusted partners is dedicated to helping us help you.

By joining forces with these partners, we gain access to cutting-edge tools and resources
that make your implementation journey smoother than ever before. From innovative
software solutions to specialised expertise, our partnerships enable us to overcome
obstacles and optimise project flow.

When you choose DAS Consulting Australia, you're not just benefiting from our expertise;
you're tapping into a vast ecosystem of industry-leading collaborators. Together, we bring
you the best-in-class tools and support to ensure your project's success.



At DAS Consulting Australia, we believe in a personnel philosophy that sets us
apart and drives our success.
 
1. Experience Matters: We prioritise hiring professionals with proven project
experience, recognising the value they bring to our team. We seek individuals
who have demonstrated their ability to navigate complex projects and deliver
exceptional results.

2. Beyond ERP Expertise: While ERP experience is crucial, we also highly value
candidates with domain knowledge in specific industries. This ensures a
comprehensive understanding of our clients' unique needs and allows us to
provide tailored solutions that go beyond technology.

3. Aligning Knowledge: We strive to match our consultants' business domain
expertise with the specific industry and IT requirements of our clients. This
alignment enhances collaboration and enables consultants to make informed
decisions that drive success.

4. Trust through Connections: We maintain a strong network and rely on trusted
industry contacts when hiring. Our preference is to work with individuals we have
previously collaborated with or who come highly recommended, ensuring a level
of trust and familiarity from the outset.

5. Flexible Engagements: Whether you require an individual contractor or an
entire team, our experienced professionals are adept at seamlessly integrating
into new environments. They possess the skills to collaborate effectively with both
unfamiliar faces and long-standing partners.

6. Resolving Personality Clashes: While rare, we acknowledge that personality
clashes can occasionally occur. In such instances, we are committed to swiftly
addressing the issue. If a consultant and client are incompatible, we will readily
provide a replacement without imposing additional costs on our clients.

These principles form the foundation of our success, fostering collaboration and
delivering exceptional results.
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MEET THE
TEAM

Keith originally founded DAS Consulting Australia in
2011 and brings extensive expertise in Military and
Commercial physical asset management. With a
distinguished background as an ADF veteran and a
successful career in SAP functional consulting and
architecture, particularly focused on Enterprise Asset
Management, Keith has proven to be a driving force in
the industry.

With 20 years of invaluable experience in Finance and
Compliance, Erin is a dedicated professional with a
strong focus on corporate governance. Her extensive
expertise and broad background enables her to
ensure our company maintains high compliance
standards across industries. Erin's practical experience
and ability to navigate complex requirements make
them a trusted asset who drives our commitment to
excellence.

Keith Johnson Managing Director

Erin Wright Director of Governance &
Finance

Our people are our greatest strength, and Courtney
plays a crucial role in upholding our high standards.
With a background in heavy industry recruitment and
training, Courtney brings valuable expertise to our
team. Her focus is on ensuring that our personnel
undergo thorough vetting and compliance
procedures before stepping foot on client sites. With
Courtney's dedication, we can confidently provide
clients with qualified and compliant professionals who
are ready to excel in their roles.

Courtney Merritt Director of Recruitment &
Training
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At DAS Consulting Australia, we acknowledge
the importance of collaborating with internal
and external stakeholders to achieve our safety
objectives. Regular reviews and updates of our
Safety Manual are carried out to ensure its
effectiveness. Moreover, we recognise our
moral and legal obligation to provide a safe
and healthy work environment at all DAS
Consulting Australia locations under the WHS
Act. Our commitment to safety extends to our
entire team, encompassing both immediate
and broader stakeholders.

Compliance

Corporate Details

Insurances & Labour Hire

Trading Name: DAS Consulting Australia
Business Entity: Private Company
Year Established: 2011
ABN: 90 151 406 147
Head Office: Canberra, Australia

Directors & Officers
Public & Professional Liability
Workcover
Cyber
LHL - ACT, VIC, Qld

Accreditations
ERPSim Certified
DISP Member
AIDN Member
Veteran Owned Business

Security
Personnel Cleared to NV1



YOUR  SOLUTION  IS  ONLY AS

GOOD  AS  THE  EXPERIENCE 

 OF  THE  PEOPLE  DOING  IT

Enterprise Asset Management| Product Lifecycle Management | Supply Chain
Management | Logistics | Aerospace | Defence & Security


